Assignment 7

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

1. Select the correct order of steps in international involvement (in the case of an Indian company that is moving into the international sector):
   a. Expansion of current market to include foreign countries but retention of production facilities within local borders  
   b. Selling primarily local markets  
   c. Selling primarily local markets but retaining of production facilities within local borders  
   d. Physical moving operations out of home country  
   e. Expansion of current market to include foreign countries but retention of production facilities within local borders  
   f. Selling primarily local markets but retaining of production facilities within local borders  
   g. Selling primarily local markets  
   h. Selling primarily local markets but retaining of production facilities within local borders  
   i. Physical moving operations out of home country  
   j. Expansion of current market to include foreign countries but retention of production facilities within local borders  
   k. Physical moving operations out of home country  
   l. Expansion of current market to include foreign countries but retention of production facilities within local borders  
   m. Physical moving operations out of home country  
   n. Expansion of current market to include foreign countries but retention of production facilities within local borders

   Yes, the answer is incorrect.  
   Accepted Answers:

2. The right to organize and bargain collectively is termed as:
   a. Freedom of association  
   b. Freedom of bargaining  
   c. Freedom of reflection  
   d. Freedom of agitation  
   e. Freedom of organization  

   Yes, the answer is incorrect.  
   Accepted Answers:

3. A system of instructions that requires obligatory participation of employees but only in an advisory role is termed as:
   a. Single line system  
   b. Dual system  
   c. Mixed system  
   d. Cross system  
   e. Hybrid system  

   Yes, the answer is incorrect.  
   Accepted Answers:

4. A competitive strategy that focuses on offering something new and different is termed as:
   a. Innovation strategy  
   b. Enhancement strategy  
   c. Cost reduction strategy  
   d. Product differentiation strategy  
   e. Market penetration strategy  

   Yes, the answer is incorrect.  
   Accepted Answers:

5. In the systematic model of PFI systems, performance and effective outcomes are components of:
   a. Inputs  
   b. Throughput  
   c. Outputs  
   d. Feedback  
   e. Efforts  

   Yes, the answer is incorrect.  
   Accepted Answers:

6. Leveraging experience at the level of the network is the defining characteristic of:
   a. Balancing model of strategy HMM  
   b. Innovating model of strategy HMM  
   c. Buffering model of strategy HMM  
   d. Balancing model of strategy I-MM  
   e. Innovating model of strategy I-MM  

   Yes, the answer is incorrect.  
   Accepted Answers:

7. With reference to the focus of the primary goals of an organization, a paradoxical tension between operational goals vs. strategic goals is termed as:
   a. Tension of organizing  
   b. Tension of learning  
   c. Tension of performing  
   d. Tension of identity  
   e. Tension of differentiation  

   Yes, the answer is incorrect.  
   Accepted Answers:

8. Trustworthiness reflects:
   a. The organizational effects within the normative interpretations of sustainability  
   b. The ecological effects within the normative interpretations of sustainability  
   c. The social effects within the normative interpretations of sustainability  
   d. The normative effects within the normative interpretations of sustainability  
   e. The economic effects within the normative interpretations of sustainability  

   Yes, the answer is incorrect.  
   Accepted Answers: